Compact Explicit MPC Law with Guarantees of Feasibility for Reference Tracking
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Abstract: The present paper deals with the constrained model predictive control for linear time invariant systems. Even if these techniques reached a considerable maturity in the last decade, the feasibility problems remain a sensitive point at least for applications which involve tracking of challenging reference signals, most often in conjunction with restrictive physical limitations. The main goal here is the adaptation (enlargement) of the set of feasible trajectories. Two strategies are discussed: the tuning of the predictive control parameters and the reference governor schemes. Specifically on the former direction it will be shown that a compact piecewise affine "feedback control law" with guarantees of feasibility can be constructed. This compactness is given by mixing the explicit formulations of the predictive law and those of the reference adjustment mechanism.
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1 Introduction

Model Predictive Control (MPC) has imposed itself as a flexible optimization based technique with versatile constraints handling capabilities due to its time-domain formulation (see the up-to-date monographies [15], [6], [19], [9]). In the same time, the optimization fundament imposes the feasibility as a crucial demand as long as it represents the main ingredient for the stability of the entire closed loop [16].

For the regulation problem, the necessary and sufficient conditions of MPC feasibility are based on pseudo-infinite prediction horizons or, similarly, on terminal constraints [11] designed in concordance with positive invariant sets principles [4]. The reference
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